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The rules: -Each player
has to write a sentence.

-The sentences don't
have to be the same
number of words, but
they do have to have
the same number of

nouns. -Nouns must be
singular, but a word can
be plural. -Nouns must
be present, and must

function as a subject or
object in the sentence.
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-Nouns cannot be
mixed around.

-Sentences cannot be
mixed around. -One

player writes a
sentence, and then the
next, and so on. -There

are no repeats. -The
sentence should be no
more than 15 words, or
less if all your players

are feeling generous. -If
you want, you can use
letter names, numbers,
punctuation, or emoji.
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-Try to make the
sentence as

grammatically correct
as possible. -If a player

has trouble trying to
think of a sentence, you

can propose a few
choices as a starter,

and they can pick one
or more of them. -If
you'd like to leave a

message to other
players, that's OK. -Try
to keep the thing silly.
(But try to be a little bit
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serious as well.) -If
players get

crazy/caricatured, it's
fine. Example: One
player writes: I get

around this
neighborhood the way
I'm walking, a guy who
doesn't have time for
anybody. Two players
write: I get around this
neighborhood the way I
walk, a guy who doesn't
have time for anybody.
Another player writes:
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One player writes: I get
around this

neighborhood the way
I'm walking, a guy who
doesn't have time for
anybody. Four players

write: One player
writes: I get around this
neighborhood the way
I'm walking, a guy who
doesn't have time for

anybody. I was
wondering if anyone

could help me, because
I need a little help in
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this review. I am having
problems with how to

write a paper for
academia. What I need
is to write a research

paper in this:
--Temporada de Jackie
[Especial]. In this year
(2018) the first episode
of Jackie’s Temporada
will be released. It is a
Chinese game show,

with English voice-over
on Youtube. The main

difference between
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Jackie’s Temporada and
other editions is that it
is an especial season of
a franchise rather than

a show with
6d1f23a050
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